Newfoundland Club of America
Specialty Cart & Wagon Exercises

Entrant#_______ Division:  ____Individual On-Lead  ____Team On-Lead
 ____Individual Off-Lead  ____ Team Off-Lead

Harnessing and Hitching  Pass  Fail
• Dog cooperates for harnessing & hitching
• Handler Correctly harnesses & hitches the dog
• Handler touches the dog only as necessary to do so

Basic Commands  Pass  Fail
• Dog hauls forward on command at normal pace
• Dog hauls slowly on command
• Dog halts on command
• Dog backs up 3 feet on command

Maneuvering Course  Pass  Fail
• Dog works close and attentive to handler
• Dog demonstrates ability to maneuver 90 degree turns
• Dog demonstrates ability to maneuver broad U turns
• Dog does not knock over the markers when maneuvering
• Dog does not pass the removable obstacle until the handler
  has removed the obstacle & commanded the dog to proceed.

One-Minute Stay (Off-Lead Division Only)  Pass  Fail
• Dog remains in the place and position it is left
• Handler gives only one stay command

Automatic Failures
• Dog leaves the ring.
• Dog upsets the cart or wagon.
• Dog eliminates in the ring.
• Dog is not under control.
• Dog’s or handler’s behavior threatens the safety of the dog
  handler, other dog, other person, or property.
• Load in cart (if used) is too heavy for the dog.

Overall Performance  Pass  Fail
Comments:

Date_________________________ Place____________________________________________

Signature of Judge ______________________________________________________________